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Ahmed Elhaj, p10
The actor chats about his art in depth and introduces new projects.

Ahmed
Elhaj

Editor's letter
Welcome to the January issue! It’s finally 2022, and it’s hard to believe
how quickly 2021 has passed. We keep so many wonderful memories
from the past year and are ready to collect new ones from this new one.
So, stay in touch with us and go on enjoying the experience while you’re
reading about your favourite artists through the pages of this magazine.
One artist at the time, booklet style, intimate insight on the talents
featured. Remember this is a fast read digital publication to celebrate art
and value the talent and knowing the other side of the story including
the amazing photography by the outstanding photographers that kindly
collaborate with us.
Don't miss any of our issues, as Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their dedication to the job of bringing a project /
character to life. As I always say, If I can take something from my job, I
strongly believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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One to watch, Ahmed Elhaj, has some exciting projects coming up. He
was just cast in the new Apple Series “Bad Monkey” and will soon be
seen in Dangerous Liaisons for Starz/Lionsgate from Colin Callender.
Since graduating from the prestigious LAMDA program in the UK, he
landed in the inaugural Top 10 next-generation actors list assembled by
Warner Bros TV Casting compiled across 400 programs and over 6,000
actors, he has booked three series including the monster UK crime
drama Silent Witness for BBC, and the detective stalwart Grantchester
for ITV & Amazon.
In conversation with Viewties, the emerging actor introduces his art in
depth and chats about what's next for him.
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ecuted them with detail and precision is extraordinary.

V: To begin with, I would like to know a little bit
more about your story discovering your passion for
the arts. What was it about acting that you found
interesting to the point of wanting to pursue a career as a professional actor?

V: When you’re not acting, what do you like to do
in your free time?
AHMED: In my free time, I like to do a lot of sports such
as kickboxing and callisthenics. I also love going on adventures and finding new places in the areas I’m loving
which thanks to acting constantly changes so it never
gets boring.

AHMED: The ability to completely inhabit someone else’s
shoes and take a step away from my own reality. It gave
me an understanding of other people perception at such a
young age. Being inquisitive from a young age this helped
feed that need and became therapeutic.

V: Is it hard to have free time when you’re filming
a project? How do you balance your working life
with your private life, is it stressful to make time
for both?

V: You graduated from the prestigious LAMDA,
so I was wondering, what is the best advice that
you have been given at the time you were training there?

AHMED: I think scheduling and making sure everything
gets it’s time. A 50/50 balance between work and relaxing means that I can out 100% of my effort into both.
Also taking care of my mind, so no matter what happens
that is unexpected, it doesn’t throw me off balance.

AHMED: ‘Find your own uniqueness and go for what you
feel is you’ it really allowed me to accept that I’m enough
and my own creative intuitions are valid and trusting in
yourself and what you have to offer.

V: You were just cast in the new Apple Series 'Bad
Monkey', how do you feel about this??

V: Is there an actor that you look up to that you’d
like to share a similar career trajectory with?

AHMED: I was super excited to be cast in Bad Monkey. It
definitely a dream role for me and a show where I’m
surrounded by such esteemed actors that I can learn from
while also acting opposite then is a dream.

AHMED: An actor that I look up to is Malachi Kirby. I feel
he’s really worked his way up in term of jobs. The different characters that he’s inhabited and the way he’s ex-
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Taking care of my mind,
so no matter what happens
that is unexpected, it doesn’t
throw me off balance.

AE.

V: You have some other projects in the pipeline
this year, what are you most excited about?
AHMED: I’m most excited for Dangerous Liaisons as
the cast are just amazing and we became close to
each other so I’m intrigued how the energy is received and transmitted through the screen. The story
is also incredible and definitely keeps you on the
edge of your seat.
V: What types of roles are you looking to play
in the future?

V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian, I’m curious to ask you if you have ever
seen or experienced any type of art / culture
from Argentina?

AHMED: I would love to play a villain or an anti hero.
Someone with dark energy who are trusted in impacting a strong sense of fear and intimidation onto
the characters and the audience because of who they
are and they’re reputation.

AHMED: I actually haven’t unfortunately but it’s
definitely on my list of countries I would love to visit.
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